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ABSTi�:\CT

Changes in the ra i.i o Iyi' comI;:c:,_,:::jj_on3.1 to shear seismic Have

veloci ties pr i or' to C:Ln ear-L:,'�uaJ<:c hav e been suggested as possible

precursors to ear-thquake OCClJ.:c:rencl.:. 1'vro models 'have been suggested

to explain the mechanism 1)21 vhi ch the compressional Have veloci ty is

a'LLov ed to vary re12,tive to di La tancy ] one model requires the influx

of Hater and the other does not. Dry and saturated rock specimens were

fractured or allowed to expcr1ence stick-slip in an effort to determine

the affect of pore HCl te;r 011 the co-npre s s i onaI velocity. It was found

that Hater had no effect on ·t.he arrj,val time of compressional waves

in di la tant rock. I'loreover, the value of V falls off consi stently
p

just before the throuGhgoin'� fracture (indicated by stress drop) whi ch

indicates a severe HeakeninG of the rock, possibly some cataclasis or

grain boundary sUp occurring prior to the throughgoing fracture.
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INTRODUCTION

'I'ha't. the crust of the earth is a dynamic system is evidenced by

worldwide examples of surface deformations. These deformations may be

as large in scale as the Rocky Nountains or as small as microscopic

fractures in a sand grain. The deforrnations take one of tvo forms or

a combination of both. If the deformation occurs co�tinuously and at

a very sl.ow rate, it produces folding, flow, or creep in the rock.

More rapid changes tend to produce short, discreet intervals of faulting.

The most common example of fault deformation is the occurrence of

an earthquake. The processes in an earthquake were described by Harry

Fieldi ng Reid in hi s "Fault Theory of Earthquakes" shortly after the

catastrophic 1906 San Francisco earthquake. Reid stated that tectonic

forces below the surface result in an accumulation of elastic strain

energy in a body of rock. At some point, this st�.m overcomes the fric

tional forces that hold the rock grains together and the rock fractures.

The strained rocks sudde�y yield, releaSing their stored elastic strain

energy. Thi s enerc;y I c in the f'crn of sei smi c wav'es that vibra te tr:rouc;h

the earth.
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Reid's theory is quite simple; there is still much unknown about

how the strain eneTgy is accumulated and released. Even less is certain

about how the factors of bo�ndary conditions and varyinz rock properties

affect the mechanism of an earthquake. We study earthquakes because of

their potential for damage and destruction of public and private property,

and their resultant danger to human life. The estimated damage to public

property in this century is nearly $400 million*. More seriously involved

than money, the number of lives claimed by just fifteen of the greatest

earthquakes well exceeds hlO million people.

The study of earthquakes by researchers in seismology and geophysics

has intensifi ed over the past tHelve to fifteen years as ear:thquake pre-

diction becomes an increasingly realizable goal. Prediction is the speci-

fication of the time, location, and magnitude of an individual event.

Some seismologists are studying rates of earthquake reoccurence in parti-

cular regions. The country being studied can be broken up into different

areas depending on frequency of occurence and magni tudes. Another way of

defining "high risk areas" is to look at "seismicity gaps" along known

fault lines. The theory in this case is that a section of land along a

fault which has not slipped recently has stored more elastic strain

energy and is therefore closer to failing.

The vast majority of earthquake research money is invested in study-

ing characteristic phenomena that precede earthquakes. The goal is to

initially discover localized anomalous behavior of one or more observable

* For example, the 19:3] Long Beach, Ca. earthquake alone was

responsible for damages e s t.Lra t.ed , at that time, at over $50 Dillion

(Richter, 1958).
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quantities Hhirh occur repeatedly before - and only before - an earth

quake. Researchers then attempt to scale the size and/or duratj.on of

the arioma.Ly to the magnitude and time of OCCUITence of a fut.ure car t.h

quake (Ki ssI i nger-, 197Lj·). These earthquake pr-ecursors t nc l.ude : anomalous

variations in the ratio of compressional �eismic wave velocity to shear

seismic Have velocity, tilt of the surface, regional and local crustal

movements, ch:lnges in electrical resistivity, changes in the frequency

of microearthquake occurences, underground fluid migration, and rotation

of stress axes within the volume of affected rock (focal region).

Different approaches have been taken to relate these precursors to an

earthqua.ke •
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THIwny

The unify lng C,y�C E_;F�' of thi stand much other earthquake precursor

research] is :r'eally a key l'henomenon observed in laboratory studies of

rock fractures. The concept. is dilatancy .which is defined as the

inelastic , volume expans:i on of a body of rock. This expansion is caused

by the formati on and propo.<sati on of mi crocracks oriented parallel to the

axis of maximum compr-es s i on , The microcracks open in the direction of

least compression (Scholz, 1973). The phenomenon can be described in

'three stages preparatory to rock failure (whether by laboratory controlled

fracture or fu11 scale fj_ eId fracture):

I. Real rocks have a random distribution of microcrack defects,

the numher and size of Hhich increase as the rock is exposed to

tectonic strain. As long as the occurence and distribution of the

microcracks remain uniform hovever , no precursive phenomena are

observed.

II. The transition to stage II occurs when a critical average den

sity of microcracks (depending on the particular rock) is achieved.

The microcracks begin to int�ract and open up, resulting in an in

creased pore vo1ume. Additional changes in associated physical

characteristics can be noted. Figure 1 clearly shows the of'.set of

several of these precursi ve anomalies at the beginnine: of staGe II.
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Fig. 1) Predicted changes in various physi-
cal parameters as a function of time during.
the earthquake cycle for the dilatancy model

(Scholz, 1973).

III. By the onset of the third stage of the dilatancy phenomenon,

the affects of the microcrack interaction are at their maximum.

During this stage many of the physical changes tend to decelerate

or reverse due to fluid redistribution within the rock,

This investigation is concerned Hith the first of the precursors

listed, i.et, the behavior of the compressional, to shear, seismic wave

velocity ratio (Vp/Vs) as related to dilatancy. A controversy exists

as to what happens inside the interacting microcracks of stage II and

why the velocity ratio returns to normal before the ear�hquake in StaGe

III. Current explanations tend to polarize touard vTha t have become known
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as either the Dry or Wet models.

The Dry model (Brady, 1975) states that local phvri ca I C'h2nc;es, at
the onset of the precursors of sta.ge II I create 2 hetc�C'O:-:'8ni ety in the

medium, �{hile microcracking due to increasine; s t.r-es s do'�s oscur (as in

dicated by decreasing Vp), this heterogeneity increasin�ly confines the

unstable deformations to a Telatively narrOH zone. 'I'hio zone can be rep

resented by elastic inclusions vrhos e moduli are Lover th(�n t!lO,S8 of the

surrounding rra terial. Outside the inclus i ori zcne , ths ned ium acts more

like a stable block. In stae;� III intere;ranular strc::--:,:;(;S decrease,

cracks stop developing,' and many of the original rock cha.ractcr i s t i.cs

·return to those of the outer block region, including the inHial Vp. In

fact, closing the outer cracks creates even more of a contrast bet}Jeen the

block and inclusion parts of the rraterial. Hithin the narroH, unstable

inclusion zone t�ere is an increased concentra t i on of SIT'.all faults paral:"
lel to the future main fault. The throughgoing f'a.u'l t t.hcn f'orms when the

cracks are so numerous that they coalesce, the ma t.er i.a I betHeel1 them

collapses, and the earthquake occurs.

Thi s model for earthquake source preparati on was desiGhed to consider

only the mechanics of fracturing, However, it ras been He].l accepted be

cause several of the precursor phenomena can be illus t.ra ted Ki thin i ts

f'ramevoz-k , It is possi ble that the observed behavior of -the seisrr:ic

veloci ties ratio results fr-orn just such a pr oc s sr..

The Wet model (Nur, 1972) sue-gests that the behav i or 0: seisP.'.ic

wave velocities prior to an earthquake can be explained on the 128is of

d ila t.ancy in 10V! porosi ty r-ockr , ::! ri t.i aLly sa t.ura t.cd \; _i -Lh T(;c:.tc'r undcr the

Lncrea s i.ng di f'f er-errt La I st.r e s s of tectonic Load i nr , ViC1lYe.2 i l h'_strsd.. es
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the dependence of Vp and Vs on effective IJressure (co:1.fining pressure

-pore pressure) for saturated and dry rocks.
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·Fig. 2) Velocity data froTr.·Nur 6: Simmons (1969)
for sa tura ted and dry \vesterly granite, 8,3 a
function o� effective confining pressure
(Hhitcomb,1973).

Along be of stage II, fluid in the dilatant zone i8 be i n.; r-ed i s t.rl+

buted. The pressure forcing the �ins apart (pore pressure) decreases,

consequently tte Grains are held together more tightly, This effectively

s tze ng thens the rock and Lnhi b.i ts further mi cr'oc'rackt PC' • A -:, c the rate

of fluid flow has dorrrnated the pro�gation of micyocracks so th2 rock

,?ecomes ..
increasingly sa t.ura ted , D:':Iin8 the period of Cd cf Sta;:S2 III

the co�rressio�a1 velocity increases witt more pore water and confinin�
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pressure to point d. The Het nod c l �;tc:des t.hat it is this resa tura t.t on

that weakens the rock, causi ng f'a i " IF\�'. j\ mos t important conclusion of

Ihrr's hypothesis is tha.t the j nCYC2 �3C' .i n the pore volume of the rock

should result in a decreasiP[ velocity ratio in dry rocks or an increas-

ing velocity ratio in wet rocks. AJso, the primary factor in regaining

a high velocity ratio is an in�reasEd amount of pore fluid, not the

closing of microcracks.

By duplicating the di Ie.tarrt behavior observed by Nur, thi s study

will examIne the seismic wave velocity ratio (actuallY the compressional
I

wave velocity, for shear Have velocity chanGes relaUvely little) to

determine the need for fluid. mig-.cation into the microcracks, 5_n an

attempt to verify either the Dry OT Wet nodel.
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PREVIOUS STUDT ES

Very little experimental vork has been done to acquire the veloci-

ties that all this conjecture surrounds. Laboratory measurements of the

compre ssfona'l and shcar sc i.smt.c Have veloci ties have been made by

Bonner, Cupt.a , Hadley, and l-1a tsushima.

Gupta (1973) measured Vp and Vs along three mutually perpendicular

directions as a function of the axial load. His specimens Here dry, un-

jacketed, and unconf'Lried rectangular prisms of Lines t.one , It was found

that the ratio of Vp to Vs remained nearly constant along the long axis

of the prism, decreased sornewhat (- 2%) along the short axis parallel to

the induced fault, and dropped consideTably (-"12%) along the other short

axis (traversing the induced shear fracture) in response to increased

axial load.

Bonner examined conprecs.Lona.l and shear velocities along the direc-

tion of maximum compression. Kerosene was �sed as the pore fluid in

granodiori te specimens whose veloci ties He�e measured by transducers

mounted in the piston. A single pulse excited both the transverse shear

and compressionaI wave energy , One receiving transducer was used to

record these arrivals with an estimated accuracy of 4%. Under a slow

strain rate (5 x IO-6/sec) Vp/Vs increased monotonically with shear

stress until faih:re. Interestir.gly, the ratio seemed to be controlled

by Vs rather th�n Vp as most authors have suggested. Bor-ney attributes

the increasing velocity ratio to either increased porosity coupled with

dccr eased aspect ra ti 0 (Tr.axir.um CY2.ck dimension/mininl_�:' c rack dj r cns i on )

or to a high r2.te of fluid f'Lov of the same order as the di La t.an t. VOllJJ:1.e
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j_t1Cr8aSe�

r'Ia,tsu�,hima (1960 a) examined the difference in the elastic wave

\'81 oc i 1.1. es j_l1 deforming rocks at 10H versus high com ining pressure.

�:e found that at confining pressures be'l ov 1 kbar, the veloci ti es exhibi 1.

1 ittl e of th e directional anisotropy no ted by Gupta.

Hadley (1975) measured Vp and Vs perpendicular to the long axis

of copper jacketed granite specimens relative to volumetric strain. The

pri ma.ry Have velocity was measured as the rock Has unloaded be tveen stress

cycles. Specimens vlere never taken to fracture stress, but exhibi ted a

consi s'terrt decrease in Vp wi th increased "dilatant stress". \�hile this

was one of the first experiments to consider pore fluids in the dilatancy

model, the fluid used in the exper-Iment, was CO2 gas which provides only

a poor approxima.tion of in si tu condi tions. �!hen veLcc i ty ratio increas

es "I.;ere exhibi ted they were usually on the order of 1 - J% of the average

value of.the ratio. Hadley attributes velocity ratio drops to 1) large

dilatant strain when pore fluid volume was held constant or, 2) change

from liquid to vapor states in pores at high confining pressure. However,

she does not elaborate on any increase in the ratio to create the effect

of the velocity return possibly seen in some of the field data.
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PROCEDURE

F'Lat surfaces (approximately J/4,,2) were filed out of the sides of

bro riEht circular dogbone cylinders of Berea sandstone, and two right

ci r culn.r sawcut cylinders of Coconino over Tennessee sandstones. The

appr-oxi na te dimensions of the cylinders were: Berea: 1.5" interior

diameter, 5" lenGth, Combination: 2" diamet�r, 4" length. CircuJar

lead zirconate, 1 MHz., cOffipressional transducers were affixed to the

rLat sm:faces with Bipax tra-duct conducting epoxy. The transducers

were p'l.ac ed 1.5" f'r-or: the ends of the dogbone and 1.0" from the ends

of the sawcut, and on opposite sides of the cylinders. The ground lead

was brought from under the transducer and the conducting lead was epoxyed

to the outer s�face of each transducer. The transducers were insulated

with rubberized caulking nateria.l. The whole samplE: was then jacketed

with a polyolefin shrink tubing through which the transducer leads were

broDt'!ht after tinning with solder. The jacket area surrounding the lead

holes was roughened and then sealed with Elmer's clear epoxy, The trans-

ducer le.ads were then soldered to a pre-Hired piston, whose leads were

broue:ht out of the pressure vessel (Figure J) and connected as in the

wiring diagram (Fi�Jre 4),

The Berea specimens were confined at 50 bars effective pressure

and the coconino/Tennessee specimens were cOf1.fined at 500 bars effective

pressure. _t:/In aJI experiwents, the strain rate was }O J
sec. One trans-

ducer was driven for each Loadi n= exper i ne nt and the output of the

opposing transducer was amplified, filtered, and dispJayed or. the 02-

c iTloccope , },hotoc�aphs of' the arrivinz_: vave ltIere taken at ciiscreet
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points of the force/displacement curve (an example of such a photograph

is shown in Appendix 1). Load.inr was temporarily discontinued at the

time of each photograph to insure clarity of the picture. The arrival

time of the direct primary. wave corresponds to the first break of the

arriving wave -nrain. The resolution of the p-i'lave train Has not grea.t

enough to separate it from the shear wave but qua1i+Ative observations

were made.
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RESULTS

Four Loadi ng experiments were completed, tHO examining the pre-h'ac

ture dilatancy of Berea sandstone and two examining stick-slip dHatancy

betvcen Coconi no and Tennessee sandstones.

Berea sandstone is knonn to exhibit dilatancy beginning at about

one ha.Lf of the fracture stress (F'lgur e 5) (Jam son, personal communica

tion). From the plots of the velocity data for the d:ry and saturated

specime!1s, relative to the displacement (Figure 6), the velocity of the

compres$ioral seismic wave is seen to decrease from 2.92 km/sec dry and

2.90 km/sec saturated with the onset of dilatancy. The decrease contin

ues to 2.88 km/sec dry and 2.86 km/sec saturated with increased piston

displacement (proportional to increased load). A major drop, averaging

.255 km/sec, in Vp occurs consistently at 4.06 x 10-3 inches of displa.ce

ment prior to the recorded fracture (indicated by the stress drop).

The oril.y notable difference between the behavior of the p-wave veloci ty

for dry and saturated Berea specimens is the initial velocity differer.ce

of 1. 86 kID/sec dry ver-sus 2. P'2 5(j'T[/sec sa t.ur'a ted when the rock is under

confining pressure but no axial load. In the dry case the confining

pressure Has 50 bars, Hhile in the saturated specimen the confining

press�e was 150 bors. (The saturated specimen contained fluid at a pore

pressU!:'e of 100 bars so that effective pressure was then 50 bars in

ei they case , )

Notable also are the amplitude chanc,es in the wave train back of the

first arrival. The ampl i t.udcs tended to i ncr-ease-w i t.h piston dis1'")l�ce-

mont and then fall off at the Sc� me time the p+vave vel oc i +y decre2.sed.
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Figure 2. Number of pore pressure pump handle turns necessary

to mai rrta.in constant· pore pressure in satura ted Berea sandstone

under increasing axial load. Influx of pore fluid indicates

increasing pore volu�e or dilatation. Note that two pump

handle turns are equivalent to a change in the specimen's

volume by .210 cc (.Jamison, personal investigation).
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Fi��. Chc�nges in p-wav e veloci ty (dotted line) wi th axial

loading (i.e., piston displacement) relative to position on the

force-displacement curve (solid line) fOT solid Berea sand

stone under dry and saturated conditions.
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L2...stly, cursory thin section examina t.ion of thc� f::C2.ct':-v>e �.JlJTi·(;.ce shows

very little microfracturlng alone; the surface (,Janison1 I)2l'�'::Gn::-;1 comnruni>

cati on) •

The Coconino sandstone was combined Hi th TeYL1.e:-_;�:,[:;e sar.do t.one in an

effort to measure velocity behavior due to stick-slip d iLa te ncy , Cons i s+

tent stick-slip yIaS achieved for both dry and sa t.ura t.cd confi r.urati ons

and pore pressure changes indica te dilatancy did occur (F'igLlJ:'e 7). The

compresai onaI veloci ty, hovever , did not exhibi t any changes after the

,axial load Has applied, regardless of the posi ti on on the Lnd.iv i.duaI

stress cycle (Fieure 8).



Figure 7. Changes in pore pressure Hi th increased axial Load

on saturated Coconino over Tennessee sandstones. Increased

pore pressure indicates dilatant berBvior (Teufel, persolml

investigation) •
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F'ivur�_8a. Changes in p-uave veloci ty (dotted line) wi th axial

Loadi n.; (Le" piston displacement) relative to position on the

f'or-ce-d i sp.lacomerrt curve (solid line) for savcut Coconino over

Tennessee s�ndstones under dry conditions.
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Fi�lrre 8b. Changes in p-wave velociiy (dotted line) with axial

loading (i.e., piston displacement) relative to position on the

force-displacement curve (solid line) for sawcut Coconino over

Tennessee sandstones under saturated conditions.
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DISCUSSION

It appears, from this study, that there are no distinct differences

be t.u ce n the behavior of compressional seismic velocities in dry and satur

ated rocks that are deformed under othenTise identical conditions. While

shear Have velocities Here not measured per se, changes in amplitudes of

the Have train at la.ter arrival times may indicate a superposition of the

pri.mry wave train over a time shiftinG; shear wave train. This Hould pro

duce a change in the ratio Vp/Vs Hith trends possibly differing from the

Vp behavaor plotted alone. Hhile the data is not compelling, a f'ev of the

photographs indicate a shear wave whose velocity decreases more rapidly

with loa.d than does the compressional Have velocity. The ratio may, in

fact, fall more steeply than does the Vp alone.

The lack of any clilatant velocity anomaly in the sawcut specimens

indicates the zone of deformation is quite narrow relative to the trans

ducer separation, Again, the consistency between the Vp plots indicates

no dependency on pore fluids. The migration of pore fluids Hi thin a

dilatant rock does not seem to enhance the velocity anomaly.

Considering the experiments of "Previous Studies" and the results of

this study, it is evident that velocity behavior varies widely depending

upon experimental objectives and techniques. None of these studies pre

sent a strong argument for a rettITn of the velocity ratio pyior to an

earthquake. Horeover, there is. growinS doubt among sorr.e researchers

that such a return is actually seen in the field data. It would appear

Lhat revision of the ve l oc i ty ratio precursor model is necessary to

bri n.; it into accord with all the data available.
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Perhaps equally as important as the above conclusion is the inforJTi.a

tion attained from these experiments on the mechanics of rock failure.

Until this time it was assumed that the rapid stress drop corresponded

to the throughGoing fracture of the rock. The velocities and pore pressure

measurements (Jamison, Naster '
s research; Teufel, Doctoral research)

indicate a marked drop in both quantities immediately before the stress

drop. This may be due to the coalescence of enouGh microcracks to alloH

grain boundary slip and cataclasis along the plane of the fracture before

the actual failure. It is possible that this behavior Has not noted in

previous experiments because of the type of specimen used. Crystalline

,rocks such as granites and granodiorites are not likely to suffer cata

clasis prior to fracture.
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SUNItt\PY

The compressional Have veloc i ty is found to decrease wi th an increase

in pore volume of a rock under diLa tant strain. '1'h2 decrease in Vp is

independent of the presence or absence of pore fluids in the rock, there

fore water is not a necessary constituent in the velocity anomaly earth

quake precursor model. The rate of decrease in Vp increases sharply just

before the stress drop in both the dry and saturGted specimens, reflecting

possible cataclasis and grain boundary slip characteristic of creep prior

to fracture in soft sedimentary rocks.



Typical compressional wave arrival in dry

Coconino/Tennessee sandstones under 500 bars

confining pressure,
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Point on

Force-Dis

placement
Curve

First

Sie;m1
Peak

_(fo_�

Ar:rival.

1. �SoUd Berea,
1

dt = 5.1c�
2.75

2.75 24.00

31.00

2

3

23.00

22,00

20,75

21.005

6

7

21.25

28.25

21.25

19.25

18.00

18.25

18.50

20.25

24

v (1)
p km/sec

1.86

2.47

2.73

2.92

2.88

2.84

2.60

2.75

no clear first arrivals - transducers
Here separated from rock by fracture

2. Saturated SaUd Berea dt

1 3.00
5.16 erne

ampli tUC1_e too Low to observe accurately

2

21.25

2J,25

24.00

2.0.25

3

4

21.00

20.50

5

6

20.'7.5

21.00

7

8

9

10 3.00 23·75

17.25

18.00

17e50

17.75

18.00

18.25

20.25

21.00

20.75

2.99 *

2.82

2.90

2.86

2.82

2.78

2.51

2.42

2.45

11 marked decY-::;ase in ampli tude im�2.lid�.tes this pt' s
data

* Pc but no Pp applied
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, Point on

Force-Dis

placement
Curve

First

Signal
Peak

� sec)

First
Arrival
Peak

-\M �ssl

). Dry Sawcut r;oconino/Terme?,see dt 6.73 cm ,

1 2.25 ampli tude too Lo» to distinguish first
arrival

18.25 16.00 2.102

3 17.50

14 2.25 17.50 15.25 2.59

4. Saturated Sawcut CoconinoLTennessee dt = 6.73 cm.

1 2.25 amplitude too low to distinguish first
arrival

2 2.25 15.75 13.50 2.49
**

3 1.50 15.25 13.75 2.59

16 1.50 15.25 13.75 2.59

(1) v = dt y.rhere: dt transducer separation
p t t travel time of first arri�ling wave

p p (direct p-wave)

(Transducer separations used in calculation varied betHeen specimens)
** oscilloscope adjusted at this point
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